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9. Purpose of the Project
We seek to expand the physical space available for use by an existing community arts venue, the Dudas
Inspiration Venue for the Arts, or DIVA, in Downtown Richmond. We hope to play a role in
contributing to the City’s downtown revitalization objectives. To do this, we propose to upgrade and
make the entirety of the building accessible for future sustainable use well into the distant future. By
doing so, we will help preserve and sustain a historically and architecturally significant building. It is
our hope that DIVA, which already operates in a small ground-floor space, will soon be able to expand
its offerings as a shared community arts space into the upper floors.
How We Got Here
When Richmond was named a Stellar Community Partner in 2013, we began to take notice in the
economic development and community building efforts going on downtown. At the time, co-founder
Amy Noe Dudas owned a building on the West side of town which was sufficient for the operation
of her law firm. It had its own parking lot, enough space for a little staff growth, and was convenient
enough to the county courthouse. The mortgage payment was manageable, property taxes were
reasonable, and insurance was affordable.
A few years later, she and husband/co-founder Andy Dudas began to consider the possibility of
opening a community arts space with the goal of making both the creation and consumption of the
arts in all its forms accessible to everyone. As the City’s revitalization efforts became truly visible and
as construction projects got underway, we began considering a move downtown to a building that
could eventually house both the law firm and our idea of an arts space. We found the property at 708714 East Main Street and bought it in 2017 (founding DIVA around the same time), in the midst of
growing construction fatigue and parking concerns. We made the investment specifically because of
the efforts the City was making; we wanted to be a part of the positive progress in and future success
of Richmond’s downtown. We saw in this vision a significant long-term benefit.
The second floor, intended for use as the law firm, needed some adjustments and updating. We tapped
into a portion of our retirement funds for this purpose. We decorated its walls only with art purchased
from local artists over the years. Three of the four ground-floor spaces were already rented, so we
hoped to start moving forward with DIVA’s offerings in the one vacant space. Unfortunately, we
quickly found that the bathroom in that unit was neither not safe nor accessible. It needed more work
to be usable for public offerings, so we turned our eye to the neighboring unit, which was being rented
by a gentleman who was using it for storage. He paid his rent dutifully and would frequently ask,
incredulously, why we had any desire to move downtown. Our answer was always the same; we saw
great potential in the downtown area and were encouraged by the City’s efforts to bring new life there.
Our notice of eviction in late 2017 to him said this: “As we have discussed many times, we purchased
this building out of our desire to be an active and contributing part of the redevelopment of
Richmond’s downtown into a vibrant destination. We acquired the building with a specific vision, and,
unfortunately, your use of the space simply doesn’t conform with that vision.”
Our investment in Downtown Richmond therefore goes beyond buying a building and installing a law
firm and now an arts venue. Not only have we invested additional personal funds into updates and
renovations (second floor cosmetic upgrades, moderate bathroom renovation and light cosmetic
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updates to the current DIVA space, installation of outside security cameras), we also had some
unforeseen expenses along the way. The old firm building took over a year to sell, so we got to double
up on mortgage payments, property taxes, and insurance. The pipes burst at the old firm building
during this time as well, and the damages were not fully covered by insurance. And, as referenced
above, we evicted a perfectly good paying tenant in order to start the project that is DIVA. For the
first year or so, we fully funded it and its occupation of the space, using donations to acquire seating,
staging, and other basic start-up needs. After we began generating some revenue with donations and
improv ticket sales, DIVA now pays its own utilities and housekeeping. It will not pay rent until it
generates sufficient income to be required to file a 990-EZ (currently, when gross annual receipts are
between $50,000 and $200,000).
We are therefore fully invested in not only ensuring DIVA’s success but also in maintaining the
entirety of the building in which it is housed. While we have felt a bit pinched at times to keep up with
expenses, we haven’t regretted our decision one bit. And we want to do more. A lot more.
Our Building
Our building was built in 1878 by owner Edward G. Vaughan, and it replaced a row of shanties. The
architect was John A. Hasecoster, who designed three downtown buildings (Knollenberg’s and the
Optivision 20/20 building in addition to ours) in Richmond after having worked in Chicago. Our
building is considered the largest and most ornate of the Hasecoster stone-fronted buildings built in
Richmond. Richmond, Indiana: Its Physical Development and Aesthetic Heritage to 1920, by Mary Raddant
Tomlan and Michael A. Tomlan, p. 92. The building was designed for stores on the first floor, offices
on the second floor, and public meeting rooms, generally intended for lodge purposes, on the third
floor. Id. at 93. These three Hasecoster buildings influenced the fashion of future stone-front buildings
downtown in later years. “Taken together, the number and character of these stone-faced blocks
appeared to confirm the influence of Richmond’s new architect and certainly gave the city’s main
business street an air of urbanity.” Id. at 95. Hasecoster went on to design many other important
buildings in Richmond, including other Main Street buildings, the Abram Gaar House, and the
Hoosier Drill Works building on North E and 13th. Id.
Of course, back then there was no Americans with Disabilities Act or much concern for accessibility.
This building has three full levels, a basement, and a fourth level loft area. All are accessible only by
stairs. Public use of the second and third floors is not possible (or legal) without significant
renovations, namely, an elevator. And if a thriving, vibrant downtown is the goal, building owners will
need help making them useable well into the future. To use this building to its fullest, to prevent its
upper floors from rotting from misuse, and to sustain the building’s use and marketability for
generations to come, nothing short of an elevator will do. Using buildings to their fullest and sustaining
the entirety of historically and architecturally significant buildings for long-term future use is well in
line with the City’s ongoing investments in Downtown Richmond to promote economic development
and quality of place. A vibrant downtown uses its structures from bottom to top.
What is DIVA?
DIVA intends to be one entity that contributes towards a vibrant Downtown Richmond. It currently
operates in a small ground floor space with a maximum capacity of 49 people. Its mission:
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to provide a flexible open venue for the exhibition and
performance of any art form and foster an inclusive, collaborative
environment of inspiration and creation.
DIVA strives to make the arts accessible to everyone. It means to be a part of Richmond’s already
thriving arts community in a way that will help make Richmond a true arts destination. Our main
mission is to provide third-party artists, meaning anyone, a configurable space with equipment and
furnishings in order to exhibit or produce art of any kind. Everything in DIVA is intentionally portable
so that the space can be molded to the artist’s specifications. We have a wall-hanging system. We have
a stage (and an ADA-compliant ramp for accessibility) made up of 4-foot by 6-foot platforms that can
be moved around for multiple sizes and shapes. We have chairs and tables that can be set up in any
formation. There’s stage lighting and a sound system.
As an artist, what could you do at DIVA? You could hang an exhibit of your original photographs.
You could stage a performance of Waiting for Godot. You could perform a set of original songs. You
could conduct a writing workshop. You could organize a poetry slam. And if you don’t charge your
audience, DIVA doesn’t charge you. The use of the space and its equipment is free. It’s about making art
for art’s sake. It doesn’t matter if you have an audience of one person. It’s about the process and the
sense of accomplishment from creation and invention. It’s about finding inspiration even when you
may not have a forum. DIVA supplies the forum. You supply the idea and bring it to light. You find
your inner DIVA.
DIVA also produces in-house artistic productions. You may already be familiar with the Department
of Improv, a locally sourced troupe of performers trained in improv through a generous grant from
the Wayne County Foundation. The Department of Improv began monthly performances on October
5, 2018. We have nearly sold out every single show thus far, and they often sell out days before the
performance date. Again, our capacity is currently limited, but we have brought traffic downtown on
the first Friday night of the month. With more seating capacity, we feel strongly we would draw many
more people to our venue, which would benefit other downtown business along the way.
Future in-house DIVA Productions being planned include a chamber recital series, an evening of 10minute plays, and poetry readings. We sometimes charge a modest admission fee for these offerings
in order to continue to add equipment and furnishings for our third-party artists (for example, our
lighting and sound systems were mostly purchased with revenues from our improv performances).
Finally, another offering intended through DIVA is educational. Our first event was a story-telling
workshop for women and girls, generously funded by the Women’s Fund of the Wayne County
Foundation, and we have an improv workshop scheduled in July for all of our superfans who have
been asking to try their hand at improv.
Project Specifics
Therefore, in order to contribute to the City’s ongoing efforts to revitalize Downtown Richmond, to
upgrade and make accessible for future sustainable use an architecturally and historically significant
downtown building, and to expand the space available for DIVA’s existing third-party availability,
internal productions, and educational offerings as a shared community arts space, the building needs
significant renovations. That is where we seek funding assistance.
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The structure of the building remains as it originally was: the ground floor is made up of four separate
storefronts, numbered 708, 710, 712, and 714 East Main Street. 708 is the space that DIVA currently
uses, and it’s about 1,700 square feet with a clean but functional restroom. 710 is used as storage and
does not have safe restroom facilities. 712 is being leased by LWC, an architectural firm, and 714 is
being leased by The Goods, a used appliance store and repair shop.
The second floor, numbered 710 East Main Street, Suite 200, is accessible only by stairs and houses
Dudas Law. When Dudas Law clients request accommodations, we meet with them in DIVA.
The third floor, again only accessible by stairs, is occupied by Adopt-a-Pet’s website administrator.
This space is approximately 3,700 square feet, most of which is a wide-open ballroom space. Above
that, there is a small loft of about 600 square feet, which appears to have once overlooked the
ballroom.
Here’s everything we want to do in the proposed project:
Phase 1: Renovate 710 East Main Street for use as an interim space in order to not disrupt DIVA’s
operations and eventually for use as gallery space and reception area (combined with 708; see Phase
2). It would include a kitchen for catered events, a community conference room (available for free
meeting use), and two unisex accessible bathrooms. Once this is done, DIVA would move operations
over from 708, and work on Phase 2 would begin. Please refer to Subexhibit A attached, which is the
preliminary contractor design for DIVA’s ground floor. Estimated cost: $150,100.
Phase 2: Renovate 708 East Main Street, to include the footer and concrete for the basement elevator
floor. This space would be the other side of the gallery and reception area with 710 and would house
the elevator, the mechanical room, a sound proof recording room, and a third unisex accessible
bathroom. Again, the attached Subexhibit A is the preliminary contractor design for DIVA’s ground
floor. Please also refer to Subexhibit B attached, which is an artistic rendering of how we hope the
gallery and reception area will look. Estimated cost: $317,500.
Phase 3: Build the elevator shaft and install the elevator so that anyone, regardless of physical
limitations, may enjoy DIVA’s offerings on the third floor. Estimated cost: $285,650.
Phase 4: Remodel the second floor due to elevator installation (we are not seeking any funding for
this phase). Estimated cost: $33,900.
Phase 5: Overhaul of the third and fourth floors. The approximately 2,700 square feet of open space
with hardwood floors will remain mostly as is for use as performance space. The ugly dropped ceiling
will be removed to reveal the beautiful 20-foot ceiling. A divider will be added to the east side of the
space for use as backstage, storage, and dressing areas. On the west side of the space, there will be a
lobby area, a box office, two unisex accessible bathrooms, a kitchen with pass-through to the
performance space, and storage. Phase 5 will also include a remodel of the fourth-floor loft space. To
the south will be a workshop, and to the north will be the sound and light booth. There will also be
storage up there, and the east-wall will be opened up to view the performance space below. This can
be used for spotlight placement and for viewing as the light and sound operators. Please refer to
Subexhibit C attached, which is the preliminary contractor design for the third floor and fourth floor
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loft area. Please also refer to Subexhibits D, E, and F, which are artistic renderings of how the
performance space could be configured for traditional theater seating, a performance in the round, or
a cabaret-style performance. Estimated cost: $272,800.
Phase 6: A rooftop deck! Our pie-in-the-sky pretty-please-with-a-cherry-on-top element is the party
deck. This can also be seen on Subexhibit C, to the north. It will overlook Elstro Plaza and will be a
fabulous location for a reception, recital, or even a band playing to a swarm of community members
dancing in the parking lots below as part of a downtown music festival. Please refer to Subexhibit G
for an artistic rendering of this space. Estimated cost: $148,000.
Additional costs will include required heating and air upgrades (estimated cost: $118,000), required
fire safety measures to include a sprinkler system (estimated cost: $91,040), and the architect’s fee
(estimated cost: $124,200).
The total cost estimate for the entire project is $1,541,190. Most of this benefits only DIVA’s
expansion. A portion of it is required because the other expansions require some modifications to the
second floor (specifically Phase 4, heating and air for second floor, and some portions of the fire safety
and architect’s fee), used by the for-profit law firm. We are certainly expecting to cover those costs
privately.
The end result will be a facility for DIVA that will include a ground floor art gallery, available for use
by anyone who seeks to display his or her visual art. This could also be used for receptions. In addition,
there will be a divider that will allow for the use of one side of the space as a black box theater while
the elevator side will remain open as a lobby/reception area for access to DIVA’s third floor. As
mentioned above, DIVA’s third floor would then be its primary performing art space, available for
use by anyone seeking to produce and perform art to an intimate or sold-out audience. And the
community would enjoy intermission or other events on the beautiful rooftop deck.
The bulk of these renovations are being made in order that DIVA can occupy and operate out of a
vibrant and welcoming space. In order to secure our commitment to making this a community benefit,
Dudas Properties, LLC, which owns the building, is willing to enter into a restrictive long-term
(lifetime) lease agreement with DIVA, requiring the building owner (this would apply to future
building owners) to lease the premises to DIVA so long as DIVA remains in existence, with rent
abated until DIVA is required to file a 990-EZ (currently, when gross receipts are between $50,000
and $200,000) or its equivalent. And since DIVA is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, it was founded
specifically with the intention that it live long beyond its founders. This will, in some ways, affect the
future marketability of the building while also ensuring that the City’s investment in this project will
last into perpetuity. Project support will benefit an organization that is committed not only to
providing a true community space, but also to contributing towards Richmond’s efforts in downtown
revitalization, quality of place, and making Richmond a true arts destination.
A summary of the project estimate, including details of work for each phase along with a list of
proposed subcontracts, is attached as Subexhibit H.
The bottom line is that without significant project support, DIVA will remain restricted to a small
space with limited options for its intended beneficiaries – anyone who wishes to create art but doesn’t
have the forum or the equipment. Without the renovations necessary to expand the legal accessibility
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of the entirety of the building as well as updates the environmental and safety elements of the building,
it will suffer from non-use and little reinvestment as the upper floors become ineligible for any form
of public use. While we are committed to finding a way to make this happen eventually with or without
project assistance, we are very limited in available private resources and access to private funding to
do so. It will be period of many years, perhaps a decade or two, before we feel we would be in a
position to independently finance this project ourselves, if ever. Even if that’s the case, we’ll make due
and remain committed to being a Downtown Richmond community partner indefinitely.
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11. Explain how the project fits into existing community plans (such as the Comprehensive
Plan, Downtown Plan, Transportation Plan, Park Plan, etc.).
Quality of place was one of the stated concerns cited in Richmond’s Stellar application. With this
project we aim to add to the quality of Downtown Richmond. It has long been the goal of the City
administration, the Economic Development Corporation, Center City Development Corporation, and
many other county and state stakeholders to create a critical mass of individuals to support downtown
businesses, increase property values and the tax base, provide amenities to businesses, residents, and
visitors, and support downtown business investment and tourism through improved infrastructure.
The City is in the middle of a comprehensive plan review, Richmond Rising, as our current
comprehensive plan dates from April of 2006. Since that is the Comprehensive Plan under which we
still operate, we will refer to that Plan to answer this question. It is presumed that the new
comprehensive plan will unearth similar goals and objectives that the DIVA expansion project will
easily meet.
Richmond’s mission statement reads: “The City of Richmond, through the Department of
Metropolitan Development, will provide services and programs to preserve and enhance the economic
sustainability and quality of life for its current and future residents. The City will continue to recognize
the importance of local community planning with a framework of implementable land use strategies
and development guidelines that will ensure a sustainable built and natural environment. The City of
Richmond will work closely with Wayne County jurisdictions and other agencies as identified in the
comprehensive plan to optimize resources.” City of Richmond Comprehensive Plan, April 2006, p. 56.
The City’s vision statement says: “The City of Richmond intends to be a premier Midwestern city
recognized for its superior business environment, focus on education, culture, and historically rich
neighborhoods. Richmond will be a well-planned city, valued by its citizens for its economically
vibrant and aesthetically pleasing sustainable environment. The City of Richmond and its citizens will
commit to a high standard of community planning as evidenced through their involvement and
participation in decision making for proper growth and development. The City of Richmond values
and preserves the beauty of its natural and architectural resources and shall promote smart growth
through its sustainable development philosophy.” Id. at p. 57.
The vision statement for Downtown reads: “The Downtown will continue to evolve as the cultural
center of the City of Richmond offering citizens a unique lifestyle experience in a vibrant mixed use
urban setting. The City of Richmond will continue to value and preserve the rich cultural heritage and
historical significance of the Downtown architecture. A transition for Downtown into an exciting
retail and entertainment destination in the heart of the city’s arts and entertainment district will occur.
Downtown Richmond will become the home for the region’s finest museums and arts-related
destinations promoted through advertising, exciting public events, and unique programs. The
Downtown will be a desirable place to live with a variety of affordable, attractive housing types, and
a great place to work with easily accessible streets, restaurants, amenities, and ample parking. The
Downtown will be a place of beauty with well-maintained properties, aesthetically pleasing and
walkable streets, enjoyable parks, and abundant green space.” Id. at p. 58.
DIVA provides cultural offerings and is certainly unique in its structure of allowing third-party artists
to use the space and its equipment and furnishings at no charge solely for the love and fulfillment of
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creating art. Updating the historically and architecturally significant building in which DIVA will be
housed for generations falls well in line with the above vision statement as well.
It is certainly true that local retail market conditions have negatively affected the economic viability of
retail and entertainment destinations in Downtown Richmond. Id. at 112. Even in 2006, the local real
estate investment community expressed concerns about the stability of investment opportunities. Id.
The expansion of a community arts organization like DIVA fits well with the City’s goal of making
Downtown the center for culture and the arts. In fact, DIVA can easily fall within the listed objective
to create an artist’s colony downtown for artists that provides living and work space and promotes
downtown as the art and cultural center of the region. Id. DIVA’s main mission is to provide an
accessible space for artists to make art and share it with others. DIVA’s existing space limits these
possibilities; an expanded space (basically quadrupling our capacity) will serve this objective perfectly.
In addition, assisting in the expansion of an existing community arts space by contributing towards
the renovation for long-term sustainability of use of the entirety of an architecturally and historically
significant building meets the urban design principle of development of key activity centers outlined
in the Plan. Specifically, DIVA will be an entertainment destination that caters to a diverse audience
and provides cultural opportunities in a historic yet fully modernized building. Id. at p. 118.
One stated strategy for implementing the City’s goals and objectives is to encourage and support
downtown property development by encouraging “development and redevelopment of properties in
the downtown area, designed in accordance with the Downtown Plan.” Id. at p. 122. This
redevelopment project will clearly serve these goals. In addition, this building fits the strategy of
mixed-use development, as it houses a combination of cultural, professional, and retail. Id.
The Plan also discusses connectivity and accessibility, mostly in terms of getting to and from places.
Id. at 129. However, there remains the issue of physical accessibility to all parts of public structures.
No matter what the use of Downtown buildings’ upper floors, they must be accessible by elevator. If
they are not, they simply cannot be used. Non-use will contribute to deterioration, and deterioration
will affect marketability and investment motivation. As a result, the City should partner with building
owners to make the upper floors of existing buildings accessible to everyone to further its goal of
Downtown property development and investment.
Most important to our project in the Plan is the focus on Arts and Culture. “Promotion of the arts
and cultural events in Downtown Richmond is of utmost importance to the overall sustainability of
Downtown.” Id. at p. 132. Several strategies and recommendations will be served by providing project
support to DIVA. For one, the Plan seeks to “assure that all arts and cultural events are accessible and
affordable to all members of the community.” Id. at p. 136. A space to use free of charge to exhibit
and produce art certainly fits that bill. There is no such thing as “too many” arts offerings in
Richmond; Richmond is recently gaining renown as a community with an unusual number of arts
amenities for a town of its size. The strategies of continuing the promotion, operation, and
administration of many museums, historic sites, performing and visual arts centers, strengthening the
City’s public art program by providing a definite funding commitment and strengthening policy,
offering financial support for cultural activity and individual artists, and encouraging public arts
projects in both private and public developments also fall well in line with DIVA’s project and its
mission. Id. Providing project support will certainly push the strategy of promoting the concept that
Richmond is a destination city for arts and culture.
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In sum, project support for DIVA’s expansion is well in line with the City’s Downtown Plan as
outlined in the 2006 Comprehensive Plan.
The vision statement for City Image and Identity says: “The City of Richmond intends to become one
of the Midwest's finest mid-sized cities renowned as a desirable place to live, work, and play. Richmond
will become known as the city that cares about maintaining the careful balance of a healthy community
through four guiding areas of focus: employment, education, housing, and culture. The City will be
renowned for the arts and cultural community it sustains and for attracting tourism through its
destinations, events, and amenities. The City of Richmond shall be celebrated for its genuine ‘sense of
place’ through a unique image brand identity that is regionally recognized. Appropriate design
guidance mechanisms accentuate the importance of preserving the past through conservation and
historic preservation while recognizing the future through quality ‘context sensitive’ contemporary
development and design. This approach ensures the continuance of the unique qualities of
Richmond’s neighborhoods while respecting Richmond’s sustainable development philosophy for
now and future citizens.” Id.
It is clear that an expanded venue for DIVA’s missions will enhance Richmond’s already thriving arts
and cultural community. This will further the City’s effort to make Richmond a destination for arts
and culture.
The vision statement for Sustainability and Conservation reads: “The City of Richmond will continue
to treasure its historical, cultural, and natural resources, including its buildings, artifacts, rivers,
wetlands and streams, topography and geology, water resources, woodlands and urban forestry. The
City pledges to preserve and protect these resources with environmentally sound plans that echo its
sustainable development philosophy. The City of Richmond will continue to recognize the importance
of innovative alternative energy and recycling systems that address appropriate standards within the
sustainable development philosophy.” Id. at p. 60.
The existence and expansion of DIVA fits well within the City’s focus on sustainable development in
terms of both economic viability, which includes local reinvestment and local business ownership, and
social benefit, which includes creative expression through the arts, respect for historic resources, and
a sense of place and self-worth. Id. at p. 254.
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12. The Project MUST fall within the parameters of the Redevelopment Commission Project
List as developed by the Mayor. Describe how the project falls within the required criteria.
This project falls within the parameter of Arts and Cultural Projects on the Redevelopment
Commission Project List. Specifically, the List states that “non-specific projects of this nature that
may be proposed as a apart of the development of the Arts or other cultural additions to areas of the
Redevelopment Allocation Area.”
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16. Other benefits to the community (Explain).
I hope we have said all we need to say and provided you with sufficient information in our previous
answers. In sum:
The primary purpose of this project is to expand the existing available space for use by Dudas
Inspiration Venue for the Arts, or DIVA, a 501(c)(3) organization, whose mission is to provide a
flexible open venue for the exhibition and performance of any art form and foster an inclusive,
collaborative environment of inspiration and creation. Not only will this preserve and sustain for
future long-term use a historically and architecturally significant building in Downtown Richmond, it
will also further the City’s downtown revitalization objectives as found in its Comprehensive and
Downtown Plans.
This project will contribute to the City’s stated goals of promoting quality of place, contributing to
making Downtown Richmond the cultural center of Richmond, valuing its cultural heritage and
historical significance, and becoming the home for more arts-related destinations. DIVA’s expansion
will further the City’s intentional focus on the promotion of the arts and cultural events in Downtown
Richmond, which the City has recognized as being of utmost importance. In addition, DIVA meets
precisely the City’s objective of making the arts both accessible and affordable, since DIVA’s primary
objective is to provide anyone with the space and resources to produce and exhibit art at no charge.
In turn, that provides opportunities for consumers to experience art at no charge as well. The entire
community is therefore enriched with accessible and affordable artistic opportunities.
When DIVA thrives in its expanded capacity, it will be an important part of the renowned arts and
cultural community as part of Richmond’s image and identity. In addition, it fits within the projects
on the Redevelopment Commission Project list, specifically non-specific arts and cultural projects as
a part of the development of the arts or other cultural additions to the redevelopment area.
We thank you most sincerely for the opportunity to share our vision with you. We welcome you to
DIVA at any time for a tour of the proposed renovation areas and to answer any questions or concerns
you might have.
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